Case Study:

OutStart Participate
Social Business Software

Biotech Company Implements Collaborative Sales
Enablement Platform to Improve Sales Productivity
the challenge

the solution

A multinational biotech company faced

The customer chose OutStart Participate

several critical obstacles that were impacting

as their collaborative sales enablement

the performance, effectiveness, and even

platform to address these obstacles. Working

morale of its sales team:

in partnership with OutStart’s Professional
Services group, an implementation was

• A large, complicated, and constantly changing
set of products that numbered more than

rapidly configured and deployed to enable
the following:

15,000 SKUs
• A large and globally distributed sales team with
varying degrees of technical expertise
• A small sales support group that struggled to
keep pace with the rapidly changing products,
and therefore could not respond effectively and
quickly to many of the sales team’s requests.
In certain instances, the responses required
verification and oversight, which prolonged the
time it took to answer.
• A sales team with no scalable method
for members to share their insights and

Create a Virtual Environment for
Collaboration with Experts
The customer used the Expert Networking
capability to enable collaboration between
the sales team and a pool of subject matter
experts (often sales support staff or scientists
in the field).

Provide Self-service
The system worked behind the scenes to
capture, categorize, and store conversations
as they occurred..

experiences with others

Ensure Accurate, Complete Answers and
Provide Exposure for Sales Enablement
Q&A Throughout the Organization Using
Participate’s expertise profiling engine, sales
reps submitted questions to the system, and
Participate automatically matched questions
with appropriate subject matter experts,
captured their answers, and saved the
content for use by others. The information
seekers were able to rate the responses

… the customer
acquired a large
business in their
market, which
made this scalable
sales enablement
and collaboration
platform even more
valuable.

Biotech Company Implements Collaborative Sales Enablement
Platform to Improve Sales Productivity
they received, while subject matter experts

the results

were able to review, add to, and amend
the responses as necessary. This provided a

Based on the pilot results, healthy adoption,

significant upgrade to the previous email-

and positive feedback from the users, the

and phone-based process.

customer began to plan for a wider rollout
of the platform to all departments in the

Use Social Profiling Engine Networking

enterprise, and began deploying additional

Features to Encourage More Informal

social networking capabilities such as

Collaboration and Sharing Throughout

Discussions, Wikis, and Blogs to drive more

the Enterprise

peer-to-peer collaboration. Additionally,

Using OutStart Participate blogs, the

the customer acquired a large business in

executive team and business leaders began

their market, which made this scalable sales

sharing frequent, informal updates directly

enablement and collaboration platform even

with the sales force, and enabled Sales to

more valuable. The customer is currently

post comments and follow-up questions

integrating the acquired organization’s sales

directly on the blog posts.

reps, experts, and products into the platform,
furthering the reach and impact of the solution.
This customer recently completed an
acquisition, and OutStart Participate helped
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the merged sales team rapidly adopt and

OutStart Participate
helped the merged
sales team rapidly
adopt and become
productive with
new company
messaging and
actively selling
a complex and
broader set of
products.

become productive with new company
messaging and actively selling a complex and
broader set of products.
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About OutStart
You view knowledge sharing between your employees, partners, and customers as a strategic priority. Their knowledge leads to your success.
OutStart’s portfolio of inter-related mobile, social, and learning Knowledge Solutions accelerate and broaden access to colleagues and the
knowledge they need to respond to business requirements more quickly and make better informed decisions. Together you excel. Recognized
as a Visionary in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant reports for the last seven years, OutStart is regularly acknowledged for its award-winning
solutions including OutStart LCMS; Participate, social business software that integrates social networking, collaboration and knowledge
sharing technologies; Hot Lava Mobile to develop, deliver & analyze high impact mobile learning; OutStart LMS, a full featured, configurable
learning management system; and TrainingEdge.com an affordable learning & knowledge suite for the Enterprise the extends LMS and
traditional elearning to support informal, social & mobile learning.
For insight into customer implementations, best practices, industry news and more, visit the OutStart Knowledge Solutions Blog, and follow
us on Twitter @outstart.
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